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China in the world pulp market
By burning hydrogen,
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for the industry
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Dear Friends,
Once again we have a very interesting newsletter, including articles and news about our company and the industry
in general.
As for many other participants in the “market pulp” business, 2008 begun in great shape, with pulp prices still rising
and healthy order books for our customers. The main setback was costs inflation, as many materials and services
increased in price as well. By the middle of the year, we were seeing worldwide inflationary pressures.
The situation changed dramatically during the second half of the year as the destructive global power of the financial
crisis become clear. As the world economy entered the deepest crisis since the Great Depression, pulp demand
contracted rapidly and market prices started to fall. Even though cost pressures were also reduced, pulp prices fell
faster and further, so that the EBIDTA figures for the final quarter of 2008 were 50% down on the record figures in the
second quarter of the year.
Without a doubt we are now all passing through turbulent times. Many of our customers are suffering low orders as
world demand contracts, and although pulp and other raw materials have decreased in price, so has the price of paper.
As a result we are seeing major production curtailments of both pulp and paper that hopefully will take care of excess
stock and will help the future recovery of this market.
At CMPC we remain confident that we can overcome the present difficulties and remain open to new opportunities
that can help us to strengthen our position as a world class supplier of top quality hardwood and softwood pulp.
Best regards,

Guillermo Mullins
Commercial Director of CMPC Pulp

By burning hydrogen

Pacífico Mill
will substitute oil

Eckart Eitner, Operations Manager at CMPC Pulp.

In association
with ERCO, CMPC
Pulp will carry
out the first trial
at an industrial
level in Chile of
burning hydrogen
to replace oil.

From the first half of 2010, Pacífico Mill
may be able to substitute 50% of oil
currently used in its lime furnace with
hydrogen obtained as a by-product from
the ERCO Worldwide’s neighbouring
sodium chlorate plant.

The fuel substitution that will make
this project possible will generate
environmental, logistical and economic
benefits, stresses Eckart Eitner, Operations
Manager of CMPC Pulp. It will reduce
greenhouse emissions (CO2), particles
and sulphur dioxide associated with oil
consumption; it will decrease truck traffic
and will enable the sale of carbon credits
under the Clean Development Mechanisms
Framework (MDL), of the Kyoto Agreement.

The engineering studies for this project
were finalised towards the end of
2008, and the estimated US$6.4 million
investment will be divided equally by
CMPC Group and ERCO.
This project is part of the commitment
by both companies to jointly take on
technological developments, after CMPC
selected ERCO as its exclusive supplier of
sodium chlorate in 2003 for 30 years, given
its superior environmental performance.
(ERCO was one of the Canadian companies
that created the concept of Responsible
Care and has been developing clean
production systems for 30 years).

This new project is in addition to others
developed by CMPC Pulp to replace fossil
fuels with other non-polluting fuels. At the
company’s three mills energy is currently
generated from organic material that
is separated from the fibre in the pulp
extraction process, and from the bark of
logs.
When both fuels are burnt in special boilers,
they generate steam and electricity for use
at the mills and sale of excess. The energy
produced at CMPC Pulp’s mills enables it to
meet two thirds of its energy requirements.

1 ERCO’s sodium chlorate plant
is located in Mininco area,
adjacent to Pacífico Mill.
2 CMPC Pulp’s Pacífico Mill.
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Staffan Eskilsson:

“The new Chilean mills
			 have very high

			

environmental standards”
“Development towards bigger units will
continue” says Staffan Eskilsson, world
consultant for kraft pulp mill projects.

“The average Chilean
pulp mill is more
energy efficient than
the average pulp mill
in Sweden”.

Mr Staffan Eskilsson (65) is a Swedish engineer for Cellulose Technology, with over
40 years experience in the pulp and paper industry, with his main focus on kraft pulp
mills. During his early professional years in the 70’s and mid 80’s he worked for two
leading companies in Sweden helping to develop groundbreaking pulp and paper
technologies. In 1984 he joined ÅF-IPK, currently ÅF Group, a world leader in technical
consulting. After many executive positions he started up his own consulting company,
associated with ÅF-IPK in 1993. Through his professional career he has been involved in
almost every major kraft pulp mill project in the world and has worked as a consultant
for CMPC in many projects and studies since 1985.
How would you rank the Chilean and CMPC pulp mills from the environmental point of
view? How do you rank the Chilean environmental legislation?

The pulp industry historically had a poor environmental reputation, and with good
reason: Pulp mills 30-40 years ago produced large amounts of effluent that polluted
many of the recipients. Emissions were also high, and the odour from kraft pulp
mills has been a big nuisance until the recent odour-free mills. With this historical
reputation, the industry can easily be a target for opportunistic environmental politics,
which the Botnia case demonstrates. In fact, I think the pulp industry today should
be proud of its fast and sustained environmental improvement track, compared with
other industrial sectors.
Objectively, the new Chilean mills have very high environmental standards, with low
specific emissions at the same levels as the best mills in the world. That is of course
also the case for CMPC’s latest mill, Santa Fe 2. Also existing mills worldwide have been
upgraded to good environmental standards, including the older mills in Chile.
One of the drivers is environmental legislation. Much of the Chilean legislation is

supply has of course not appeared by
itself, particularly in the Chilean case.
It is the result of more than 50 years
of systematic work and investment in
land purchase, forest planting, genetic
improvement, harvesting technology
development, etc.
Notwithstanding, the wood cost is not
the whole answer: The industrial-political
climate in Chile is stable; the majority
of the Chilean workforce at all levels are
skilled and motivated.
The leading pulp companies are effective
and financially strong, and the pulp mills
are mostly modern and technogically
efficient. For example, in my country we
consider ourselves to be energy efficient,
but in fact the average Chilean pulp mill
is more energy efficient than the average
pulp mill in Sweden.

quite recent and may not yet be quite
developed enough to focus on specific
issues, but that does not mean that it
is less demanding. Nevertheless, there
are also other strong drivers like market
requirements, stringent conditions
from possible financiers, overviews
from environmental groups and public
demands. The bottom line is that all
new projects must apply the best proven
available environmental technology
independent of national legislation.
Putting to one side the wood procurement
issue that normally limits the size of the
pulp line, do you foresee an upper technical
limit on the size of the pulp mill of the
future? What are the technical issues that
lead to this outstanding growth in the
optimal economic size of pulp mills and
what will limit future growth?

There is a substantial economic
incentive to make processing equipment
bigger, since the cost of investment
and manning increase proportionally
less than the capacity. Over the years

technology has developed for bigger
units, but has been balanced to
minimize technical risks with unproven
technology. Furthermore, the pulp
industry generally has a good climate
for technological development, and is
fairly open in terms of sharing technical
information between pulp companies
and processing equipment companies.
Therefore, development towards bigger
units will continue. Of course there are
many technical questions to solve in that
process, but I don’t see any fundamental
restriction on the continued possible
increase in size.
What are the main competitive advantages
of CMPC and other Chilean pulp industry
operators, and what are the reasons for
the success and growth of this industry in
the last 15-20 years? Will this change in the
future?

Wood supply and low wood costs are
usually claimed as the main competitive
advantages, and it is true that they are
key factors. But this favourable wood

Costs have increased in Chile in recent
years, for wood, materials, labour and
other things. But that is also the case in
other pulp producing countries, so the
competitive advantage of Chile remains
the same.
According to your experience, what is your
opinion of the efforts of CMPC’s mills to
remain efficient and competitive over time?

The oldest pulp mill in Chile is Laja,
which now is 45-50 years old. It has been
partly modernized in several stages. But
it is now due a major upgrade to meet
more demanding modern standards
for emissions and efficiency. CMPC is in
the planning phase for the upgrade and
has already applied for the necessary
environmental licenses.
Regarding CMPC’s other two mills that
are 16-17 years old (Pacífico and Santa Fe
1), these have been well maintained and
partly modernized, their performance
and standards are close to brand new
mills, so they will remain efficient for
many years to come, and the new Santa
Fe 2 mill is of course top class.
So compared with most other pulp
companies, CMPC’s mills will perform to
a very high standard once the upgrade at
Laja has been completed.

Fredrik Anderson:

“China seems to be
reacting very fast
to market sentiments”
“We hope that China can

deal with the situation

minimizing the consequences

of the global downturn”, says

the Managing Director Pulp

Division of Cellmark AB.

In recent years we have seen how China
has been the main protagonist in global
economic growth, leading the import of
raw materials, which includes pulp, and
the export of every type of manufactured
product.
This growth, however, has not
been without critics of its banking
management system and the ease
with which credit has been given to an

industry which apparently over invested,
creating the excess demand which is
evident today.
What everyone throughout the world
is asking though, is if China can avoid
or help to mitigate the global crisis, and
specifically in our case, what will be the
future of the paper industry, and if we
will definitely be able to continue relying
on China as the main market for our pulp.

All of these questions are very difficult
to answer when in the middle of these
turbulent times. However, Fredrik
Anderson, Managing Director of Pulp
for Cellmark AB, who opened the
Chinese market to sales from our Santa
Fe pulp mill, gives us his view on these
issues.
How do you explain the current situation in
China compared to 8-10 months ago?v

“China is a major market with

enough purchasing power to

affect the global market”.
As the whole world goes through turmoil
right now -no one can escape!- perhaps for
China, being heavily reliant on exporting
consumer goods, this is a more serious blow.
However, the Chinese economy has grown
significantly, so let us hope that China can
deal with the situation minimizing the
consequences of the global downturn.

patience, nerve, courage and again patience
to close deals. However, in the long run
if you are competitive and have the right
commitment, my personal experience is that
doing business Chinese is both challenging
and exciting.

What, in your opinion, will happen with all
the new investment in paper machines in
China? We understand that many of them
are in trouble right now.

China, in my eyes, seems to be reacting very
fast to market sentiments, which goes for
most commodities (coal, iron ore, copper,
grain, etc.) as well as financial instruments. If
we look at how they reacted to pulp, simply
awaiting a downturn in prices by not buying,
they gambled that pulp was over priced in
middle 2008, but based this very much on
paper prices and demand for paper, and in
hindsight it seems they placed the right bet
even if this created a lot of frustration. The
disadvantage for producers is that China
is a major market with enough purchasing
power to affect the global market.
The lesson to be learnt is that when a large
and important market suddenly stops
buying there are few things one can do
– the relationship is put under strain and
this creates a lot of frustration. However
staying calm, maintaining long-standing
relationships, keeping doors open is a role
we need to play as ending a relationship

If one were to take a snapshot today,
perhaps all new investments are being
put on hold, not only in China. Under the
current circumstances it is very difficult to
say how investment decisions will look
and be affected in two years but yes, there
are a number of projects that are being put
on hold.
What differences do you see when doing
business in China as oppose to other places
in the world?
My personal view is that doing business
in China could be depicted as a chess
game: you need to play it right not be put
in checkmate. The Chinese negotiation
style is one of the most successful when it
comes to gaining advantage and it takes

Fredrik
Anderson

What lesson did you learn from the latest
changes in China?

angrily serves very little purpose!
Tell us about your recent experience of
opening up the Chinese market. Do you feel
proud?
For me personally as well as for Cellmark,
the journey together with CMPC to open
up China for Santa Fe bekp along with a
substantially increased market for radiata
pine (mainly Pacífico) – has created a market
platform for CMPC making CMPC among
the market leaders in pulp in China which
has been fantastic -from 150,000 tonnes
in 2005 to 350,000 tonnes in 2008- is
something that we are proud of as a team.
How can one not be!
Finally, tell us a bit about Cellmark and
your relationship with CMPC.
The relationship between CMPC is
something we value and also respect.
Despite the turbulence in the pulp market
we have worked well as a team, with
mutual respect and listening skills. It is not
easy to stay calm when passing through
turbulent times (and indeed it has been very
turbulent). Cellmark, is a strong and closely
knit corporation where we are fortunate, in
particular during difficult times like now, to
work with a company that takes a long-term
view and yet remains flexible.

Population
1,3 billion (2007)
Currency
Rembimbi o Yuan
GDP
(2007) 11,9% (2006) 10,6%
GDP per head at PPP
U$ 5.478
Inflation
(2007) 4,8%
Trade
(2007) Imports U$ 950 billion /
Exports U$ 1,200 billion

Facts & Figures 2008
CMPC GROUP

• Sales of the CMPC Group grew 14.8%
in 2008, compared with the previous
year, totalling US$3,553 million. 52% of
consolidated income came from exports;
29%, sales within Chile and 19% of sales were
made by subsidiaries abroad.

CMPC Group obtained final profits equivalent
to US$ 244 million in 2008. The consolidated
EBDITA dropped 9.5% compared with 2007, due
to an increase of 25% in costs; mainly due to
rises in energy and transport costs, higher costs
for chemicals, labour and support services.

Consolidated Sales

Consolidated Results
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• The forestry assets of CMPC Group totalled
786,600 hectares at the end of 2008.

• The pulp business contributed 30% of the
total income of CMPC Group in 2008.

Forestry Assets 2008

EBITDA by Business Area
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• New jobs, particularly in the tissue business
area, brought the number of workers at CMPC
Group to 12,567 in December 2008.

Staff Resources
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CMPC PULP
• CMPC Pulp’s export volumes decreased by 2%
in 2008, mainly for long fibre, which dropped 5%
compared with last year. The average weighted
sales price was 1.7% higher due to good market
conditions in the first half of the year. Thus,
income measured in nominal dollars fell 2% in the
year.

• Pulp prices have dropped sharply with a decrease of
over 35% for long fibre and 38% for short fibre since
the highest prices reached in the middle of 2008.
Average pulp prices compared with 2007 were 8%
higher for short fibre and 3% lower for long fibre.

Average Quarterly Export Price of Pulp

Market Pulp Sales 1991-2008
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• CMPC Pulp’s EBITDA fell 13% in 2008, measured in
nominal dollars due to the decrease in the demand
for pulp from August, and an increase in costs
because of a rise in the prices of wood for pulp, higher
energy costs and higher prices for chemicals.

Operating Results
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CMPC Pulp: 2008 Results by Quarter
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• 50% of CMPC Pulp’s exports in 2008 went to Asia,
which has been the company’s main market since 2007.
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MAPUCHE ART
IN NEW YORK

An exhibition of Mapuche art in New York promoted the CMPC
Foundation with the purpose of supporting the celebration of the
Chilean Republic’s bicentenary. A hundred items of silver jewellery,
masks and textiles from the Mapuche race, who originate from
Chile, has been on display from January at the Americas Society,
an organisation founded by David Rockefeller to promote Latin
American, Canadian and Caribbean culture in the United States.
The pieces, belonging to Jacqueline Domeyko Cassel’s collection,
will be exhibited up until 18 April 2009 under the curation of the
anthropologist Thomas D. Dillehay.
The display, entitiled Moontears: Mapuche Art and Cosmology was
viewed by approximately 50,000 people at the Museo de Bellas Artes
(Museum of Fine Art), in Santiago, Chile, during March 2005. The
CMPC Foundation also supported the publication of a large book
based on this successful exhibition.

CMPC PULP OBTAINS FSC CERTIFICATION FOR ITS SUPPLY CHAIN

CMPC Pulp SA obtained the FSC standard for the
certification of its supply chain from 1 December 2008
for a period of five years.
This certification covers the management of buying
FSC pure and controlled wood for the eucalyptus
species, the process of obtaining BEKP for Santa Fe
and the management of its sale in international
markets.
The percentage method of certification used is
Volume Credit, thus in the next few months part of
our Santa Fe BEKP pulp will be in the market with
100% FSC certification.

The North of Chile is full of exotic
landscapes, colours and the history of
ancient civilisations. One of the most
attractive places in this area is San Pedro
de Atacama, a small town located in an
oasis on the high plateau, in the middle
of the Atacama Dessert.
The spectacular Valley of the Moon can
be found Just 15km from San Pedro, thus
called due to the lunar appearance of
the form and colour of the rocks. To
observe this place at sunset, watching
how the light changes the tone of the
volcanoes to a deep red, is an experience
which has made this place one of the
most interesting in Latin America.
San Pedro de Atacama is also the
archaeological capital of Chile. The
history of the area goes back to 11,000
years B.C., in accordance with the
human remains found there.

San Pedro
de Atacama

Production and distribution of pulp based on Radiata Pine and Eucalyptus. The mills are Pacifico
(500,000 tons Radiata Pine), Laja (360,000 tons Radiata Pine) and Santa Fe (1.2 million tons
Eucalyptus). This pulp is exported to countries in Asia, Europe, Oceania and the Americas.

CMPC PULP

Overseas Representatives
Argentina
Productos Forestales S.A.
PROFORSA
Laprida 3278 piso 2, oficina 43
1642 San Isidro, Buenos Aires
Tel: (54-11) 473 52733
Fax: (54-11) 473 52740
proforsa@arnet.com.ar
Australia
Silvania Resources, Inc.
1820 N. Corporate Lakes Blvd.
Suite 307
Weston, Florida 33326
USA
Tel: (1-954) 385 4890
Fax: (1-425) 944 1836
fredthilen@silvaniaresources.
com
Benelux Countries
Euro Fibres SPRL
18 Avenue Lavoisier
B-1300 Wavre
Belgium
Tel: (32-10) 237 450
Fax: (32-10) 237 452
Robert.hamilton@euro-fibres.be
Bolivia
Hein Ltda.
Avda. Arce 2396
La Paz
Tel: (591-2) 244 2786
(591-2) 244 0945
Fax:
(591-2) 244 1188

Germany, Austria and Eastern
Europe
GUSCO Handel - G. Schürfeld & Co.
Mönckebergstrasse 31
D-20095 Hamburg
Tel: (49-40) 333 040
Fax: (49-40) 333 04100
Secretary.Office@Gusco.de
India
Seascope Pulp & Paper Pvt. Ltd.
158/33 Laxmi Industrial States
New Link Road, Andheri (West)
Mumbai 400 053
Tel: (91-22) 263 38484
Fax: (91-22) 263 31074
sales@seascope.in
Indonesia
Cellmark Interindo Trade Pt.
JI. Raya Jatiwaringin No 54
Pondok, Gede
17411 Jakarta
Tel: (62-21) 848 0130
Fax: (62-21) 848 0140
hariono@ccduta.com
Italy
CMP Cellulosa Marketing SARL
32, Chemin Frank Thomas
CH-1208 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: (41-22) 707 4101
Fax: (41-22) 700 0062

Brazil
Claudio Maresca, Representante
Rua Itapicuru, 369 - piso 12
Conj. 1208
05006 - 000 Sao Paulo - SP
Tel: (55-11) 289 32511
Fax: (55-11) 289 32513
cmaresca@uol.com.br

Japan
Hirom Corporation
Toto Building 6th Floor
5-1-4 Toranomon
Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0001
Tel: (81-3) 5733 5893
Fax: (81-3) 5733 5894
hirokajita@comet.ocn.ne.jp

China
CellMark AB, Shanghai Office
Room 2007, Rui Jin Building
205 South Mao Ming Road
Shanghai 200020
Tel: (86-21) 647 30266
Fax: (86-21) 647 30030
Henry.peng@sh.cellmark.com.cn

Korea
HB Corporation
4th Fl. HB Bldg., 627-17 Sinsa-Dong,
Kangnam-Gu
Seoul, 135-895
Tel: (82-2) 344 85131
Fax: (82-2) 344 85132
yrhwang@hb-corp.com

Colombia
Herzig & Cía. S.A.
Carrera 50 N 6-41
Medellín
Tel: (57-4) 255 2122
Fax: (57-4) 285 5805
erestrepo@herzig.com.co

Mexico
Paxell International S.A. de CV.
Fuente de Pirámides No 1-506
Tecamachalco Mex.
53950 México
Tel: (52-55) 293 1403
Fax: (52-55) 293 1377
llamas@prodigy.net.mx

Ecuador
Alter Cia Ltda.
Almagro 1550 y Pradera
Edificio P.A. Kingman, piso 4B
Quito
Tel: (593-2) 290 5531
Fax: (593-2) 256 4571
mreyes@alter-ec.com
proserfin@alter-ec.com
France
Unifibra S.A.
32, Chemin Frank Thomas
CH-1208 Geneva
Switzerland
Tel: (41-22) 707 4102
Fax: (41-22) 700 0062
Remy.heintz@unifibra.cl

Peru
Inunsa S.A.
Av. Mariategui # 218
Lima 11
Tel: (51-1) 471 8990
Fax: (51-1) 470 6061
inunsasac@rednextel.com.pe
South Africa
Dennis C. Money Esq.
c/o Bimac International
58A Curzon Road
Bryanston, Sandton
South Africa
Tel: (27-11) 462 9238
Fax: (27-11) 462 2493

Spain
Northern Pulp Cellulose Sales S.A.
Almagro 21
28010 Madrid
Tel: (34-91) 310 1526
Fax: (34-91) 319 1910
Cb.npcs@retemail.es
Switzerland
GUSCO Handel - G. Schürfeld & Co.
Mönckebergstrasse 31
D-20095 Hamburg
Tel: (49-40) 333 040
Fax: (49-40) 333 04100
Secretary.Office@Gusco.de
Taiwan
Beauflex International Corp.
9F-1, N° 36, Alley 38, Lane 358,
Rueiguand Rd., Neihu District.,
Taipei 114
Tel: (886-2) 2658 5199
Fax: (886-2) 2658 5196
david@beauflex.com
Thailand
CellMark (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
2024/139-140 Rimtangrodfai Road
Prakanong, Bangkok 10250
Tel: (66 -2) 333 1300
Fax: (66-2) 333 1299
United Kingdom
F.G. Evans & Co. (Pulp) Ltd.
15 Manor Courtyard
Hughenden Avenue
High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5RE
Tel: (44-1494) 450 692
Fax: (44-1494) 471 457
office@fgevans.com
Uruguay
Arturo Nogueira Representaciones
18 de Julio 1044 piso 2
Esc.204
Montevideo
Tel: (598-2) 902 0630
Fax: (598-2) 902 0630
anrepr@dedicado.net.uy
USA
International Forest Products Corp.
One Patriot Place
Foxboro, Ma. 02035
Tel: (1-508) 698 4600
Fax: (1-508) 698 1500
barrym@ifpcorp.com
Venezuela
CellMark Pulp & Paper Inc.
C/O Rero, C.A.
Torre Phelps, Piso 19, Of. A.
Plaza Venezuela
Caracas, 1010-A
Tel: (58-212) 781 9501/2476
Fax: (58-212) 781 5932/6976
reroca@reroca.com

